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What was the problem?
• What Year 1 students told us:
“There was a lot of different equipment I didn’t know. The uni lab is very big 
and that is intimidating. This was stressful and I was anxious.”
“I was scared because I read about dangers of compounds.”
• What literature told us:
Transition to university science labs leads to cognitive overload1
Lab manuals alone do not bridge the gap adequately for Year 1 students2
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What was already in place?
• Lab manual (written)
• Learning Science pre- and
post-lab resources (active)
• In-lab help from technicians/demonstrators (spoken)
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What did we want to do?
• Support transition into Year 1 Chemistry (c. 600 students)
• Facilitate varied learning styles to improve accessibility
• Reduce cognitive overload
• Address anxiety on entering the lab
• Explore core practical techniques
Equipment, common errors, solutions, safety




• Filmed, edited two technical pre-lab videos (5 min each):
1. Vacuum Filtration
2. Reflux
• Safety and important notice pop-outs
• Subtitles and equipment signage 
• Devised accompanying pre-lab Moodle quizzes (5 MCQs each):
• Detailed feedback on all answers 
• Detractors designed based on common errors and misconceptions
• Delivered new resources on Moodle
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Videos & Moodle quizzes
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How did we assess impact?
• All chemistry students (all years) given access to new resources
• Technicians and demonstrators given access
• Anonymous online questionnaire invites sent via Moodle
• Three focus groups; Year 1 (two students), Year 4 (six students), 
technicians/demonstrators (four technicians, one demonstrator)
• Gained ethical approval to assess impact of resources 
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Online questionnaire results (4 technicians)
Questions relating to Reflux video
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Online questionnaire results (4 technicians)
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Online questionnaire results (combined)
“I think videos would have helped me because the pictures on the 
internet are not always the same as we use in the lab.” Student
“I cannot emphasize enough how helpful this would have been as a 
resource prior to entering synth 1 labs last year, instead of being 
given a booklet and told to go and do it.” Student
“I think the interactive quiz and videos are a great resource for the 
students and I feel it will help student confidence within the 
laboratories.” Technician
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Focus group results (combined)
“Labels on the video work very well…helps to make the association, 
which is hard to do from just the lab manual.” Student
“Learning from failure is not a bad thing. Video shows how to do it (and 
the idea of failure in the videos was quite a helpful thing).” Student
“Have only positive things to say about the videos! Takes 
away shyness and so makes our job a lot easier. More would be useful, 
including on safety.” Technician
“It [the video and quiz] is very good to refresh chemistry, gives a lot 




• Address suggested improvements
• Develop suite of technical videos (and Moodle quizzes) for Year 1 labs
• Make accessible across chemistry years and labs
• Embed into demonstrator training course?
• Expand video support for transition to Year 1 chemistry to include;
welcome, theory, safety etc




All the students for the invaluable input.
School of Chemistry technical staff and demonstrators for their support.
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